Foreign Film Night @ the FLTC
& The 5th Annual Modern Languages Graduate Student Conference
presents:

The true story of a young man whose determination to put a stop to organized crime in his community puts him at odds with his family. Peppino Impastato, a young left-wing activist in the late seventies, repeatedly denounces mob crimes and the whole Mafia system using a small local radio station. This film is being shown in conjunction with “In Memoriam: the Neorealist Legacy in the Contemporary Sicilian Anti-Mafia Film”, presented by Millicent J. Marcus of Yale University, 1:00 pm, April 6th, 4th floor Manoogian.

i cento passi

one hundred steps

un film di marco tullio giordana
in Italian with English subtitles

film introduced by: Luisa Quintero, Dept. of Romance Languages